In Web classification, web pages are assigned to pre-defined categories mainly according to their content (content mining). However, the structure of the web site might provide extra information about their category (structure mining). Traditionally, both approaches have been applied separately, or are dealt with techniques that do not generate a model, such as Bayesian techniques. Unfortunately, in some classification contexts, a comprehensible model becomes crucial. Thus, it would be interesting to apply rule-based techniques (rule learning, decision tree learning) for the web categorisation purpose. In this paper we propose an integrated web mining vision, both the content and the structure, using a distance based decision tree learning algorithm. This algorithm differs from traditional ones in the sense that the splitting criterion is defined by means of metric conditions ("is nearer than"). This change allows decision trees to handle structured attributes (lists, graphs, sets, etc.) along with the well-known nominal and numerical attributes. Generally speaking, these structured attributes will be employed to represent the content and the structure of the web-site.
Introduction
Etzioni [4] defined Web mining as the use of data mining techniques for extract information from Web documents and services. Given the large amount of documents available in the Web, one of the most common task performed on the Web is the classification of documents into one or more categories. For instance, this is essential in applications that have to catalog news articles, to sort and filter electronic mail, to recommend films or music or to search information about a topic (search engines). Although some authors distinguish classification from categorisation 2 , for the sake of simplicity, in this paper we use both of them as synonyms since a categorization problem can be solved by several classifiers. The simplest approach to the categorization of Web documents is to take only into account the textual part of them (Text categorisation). The basic idea is to classify a document as of class c if certain words relevant to the c definition are present in the document.
However, Web documents are more than just plain text and the information contained in other parts like the hyperlinks can also be relevant to the categorisation process. For instance, if we are classifying sports news, a more accurate classification can be obtained if our classifier considers that a piece of sports news contains words like team, play or stadium, or contains links to other sports news. Therefore, recent research solves this problem by merging ideas from Web content mining and Web structure mining. For instance, [7] appends the text of the links to the text of the target page. [1] considers the text of a Web page jointly the text and the category of its neighboring pages. Some other approaches are able to handle both the text components in the pages and the link among them, such as [2] , [5] or [6] .
In this paper, we propose a new approach to the Web classification problem that integrates both the content and the structure of Web pages by using structured data types for representing each component or context feature (title, keywords, text, links, . . . ) found in the pages. This evidence is then used by a distance-based decision tree algorithm (DBDT) in that the splitting criterion is defined by means of metric conditions ("is nearer than"). We show the feasiblility of the method by applying it to a simple example of Web classification and we discuss about how the metric conditions can be expressed in a equivalent but comprehensible form.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the DBDT algorithm is outlined. An illustrative example of our approach is shown in Section 3. Finally, in Section we present some conclusions.
Distance Based Decision Trees
In [3] we defined a learning method named Distance Based Decision Trees (DBDT). This proposal is based on the use of prototypes and distances to define the partitions for the decision tree, instead of using values. Our decision tree inference strategy is a modification of the centre splitting method consisting in to compute instance centroid using all the attributes at the same time. For this purpose, a similarity space will be associated to every attribute. The split will be performed in a similar way to centre splitting, but attending only to the distances and class distribution of the selected attribute. As usual, an attribute will be selected depending on a heuristic function. The result of this adaptation of centre splitting is not be very different from classical decision trees, when attributes are either nominal and numeric, but in our case, we are able to deal with data containing structured attributes such as sets, lists, or trees.
An illustrative example
Let us illustrate how the DBDT algorithm can be applied to categorise webs. Consider that a user is interested in reading sports news from the Internet using a search engine. This search engine must "decide" automatically which available documents fit the search parameters. Thus, this task can be addressed as a two class classification problem. First, we analyse the information found in the Web pages and choose a data type to represent it:
• Structure: intuitively, the structured data type which suits better the web structure representation is a graph. However, a graph is a really complex structure and processing it (although possible with our method) is very expensive. Thus we will use a simpler approach: we will represent a graph as a set of ordered pairs where each node encodes a pair of linked pages. Next, we have to define a metric function associated to this attribute. For the sake of brevity, we use the well-known symmetric difference between sets as a metric function. This attribute is referred in the example as Structure
• Content: traditionally, this information is represented as a bag or a vector of words. A better approach is to itemise this information into several attributes, which can represent the main words, the keywords, the title, etc. All these attributes can be viewed as sets or lists of words, and several distance functions have been defined for these types. In our example, we only consider one attribute reflecting the whole content (Content).
• Web use: we mean by web use information the information derived from the HTTP connection to a web server (the date and time of the connections, the daily number of connections, etc). All these data can be encoded by means of nominal or numerical attributes. For these types we can use the discrete metric or the absolute value difference, respectively. In our example we will only consider the number of daily connections (Connections).
The next step is to infer a classifier by training a model from a processed dataset that contains collected information from some Web pages, such as that included in the following [medal] )} is interpreted in the following way. The first component of the list stands for words "Olympics" and "games" appear as key words in a Web page. This page links another one which has "swim" as its only key word. The reasoning is kept for the second and third components of the set. If we apply the DBDT algorithm, we find that the first attribute to be selected is Content. Iterating the process, attributes Structure and Connections are used to split the left and the right first level nodes, respectively. Finally, the new obtained nodes are pure and the process stops, getting the distance based decision tree (see figure below If we interpret the "metric´´conditions in terms of conditions over the attributes, we could obtain a transformed (and more comprehensible) model containing rules as this one: IF in Content appears the word "football" and in Structure can be found the connections { ([football] , [match] ), ([match] , [team,players] )} THEN this web-site is a sport media web-site.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new proposal for web categorisation. It can be seen as a general and flexible Web categorization framework which is potentially able to deal with any kind of information (belonging to the content, the structure or the usage of the Web pages) in a uniform way, that is, without regard for the differences between them. The only requirement is the definition of a suitable metric space associated to every sort of data type used to represent the Web information.
